By sequencing regions flanking the ␤-globin gene complex in mouse (Hbbc) and human (HBBC), we have shown that the ␤-globin gene cluster is surrounded by a larger cluster of olfactory receptor genes (ORGs). To facilitate sequence comparisons and to investigate the regulation of ORG expression, we have mapped 5 sequences of mRNA from olfactory epithelium encoding ␤-globinproximal ORGs. We have found that several of these genes contain multiple noncoding exons that can be alternatively spliced. Surprisingly, the only common motifs found in the promoters of these genes are a ''TATA'' box and a purine-rich motif. Sequence comparisons between human and mouse reveal that most of the conserved regions are confined to the coding regions and transcription units of the genes themselves, but a few blocks of conserved sequence also are found outside of ORG transcription units. The possible influence of ␤-globin regulatory sequences on ORG expression in olfactory epithelium was tested in mice containing a deletion of the endogenous ␤-globin locus control region, but no change in expression of the neighboring ORGs was detected. We evaluate the implications of these results for possible mechanisms of regulation of ORG transcription. O lfactory receptors are a family of seven-transmembrane G protein-coupled receptors expressed in sensory neurons of nasal epithelium, where they bind to odorant epitopes and transduce this primary signal into membrane potential (1-3). These molecules are encoded by a family of up to 1,000 genes in mouse and human, which are grouped into discrete clusters at different chromosomal locations (4-7). Production of a given olfactory receptor is restricted to one of four spatially defined domains within the olfactory epithelium (8, 9) . Despite the large size of this gene family, each olfactory neuron appears to express only a single olfactory receptor gene (ORG) (10, 11) in an allele-specific manner (12). The mechanisms that underlie any of these regulatory decisions-expression in olfactory neurons, zonal specificity, one receptor per neuron, or allelic exclusionare undefined. In addition, expression of some ORGs has been documented in nonolfactory tissues (13-17), but the significance of such expression is also unknown.
O lfactory receptors are a family of seven-transmembrane G protein-coupled receptors expressed in sensory neurons of nasal epithelium, where they bind to odorant epitopes and transduce this primary signal into membrane potential (1) (2) (3) . These molecules are encoded by a family of up to 1,000 genes in mouse and human, which are grouped into discrete clusters at different chromosomal locations (4) (5) (6) (7) . Production of a given olfactory receptor is restricted to one of four spatially defined domains within the olfactory epithelium (8, 9) . Despite the large size of this gene family, each olfactory neuron appears to express only a single olfactory receptor gene (ORG) (10, 11) in an allele-specific manner (12) . The mechanisms that underlie any of these regulatory decisions-expression in olfactory neurons, zonal specificity, one receptor per neuron, or allelic exclusionare undefined. In addition, expression of some ORGs has been documented in nonolfactory tissues (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) , but the significance of such expression is also unknown.
The characterization of DNA sequences required for proper gene expression, such as promoters and enhancers, represents a basic approach to such questions. Functional studies of putative ORG regulatory elements, however, are hindered by the lack of a viable cell culture model for olfactory neurons. Although analysis of transgenes in mice provides a suitable model system, the production of mouse lines is time-consuming and expensive. Thus, genomic approaches are particularly relevant to the identification of ORG regulatory sequences, in part to guide the selection of regions to be examined by functional studies in transgenic mice. Candidates for such regions can be recognized as noncoding sequences that are conserved between species (18).
Previously, we reported that ORGs surround the complex of ␤-like globin genes of humans (HBBC) and mice (Hbbc) (19) . ( We use the abbreviation HBBC to refer to the complex of genes containing HBE1, HBG2, HBG1, HBD, and HBB at 11p15.5 in humans, and Hbbc for the complex of genes containing Hbb-y, Hbb-bh1, Hbb-b1, and Hbb-b2 on chromosome 7 in mice.) The major enhancer of the ␤-globin locus, termed the locus control region (LCR), is a 20-kb segment of DNA containing several DNase-hypersensitive sites, located to the 5Ј side of the genes (20) (21) (22) . In contrast to the view that the LCR controls chromatin ''opening'' of the globin locus (23) , deletion of the LCR from the endogenous Hbb locus leaves the globin genes in a DNasesensitive domain in erythroid cells, albeit with much lower levels of expression (24) (25) (26) . These results suggest that other DNA sequences may be involved in opening a chromatin domain and that these sequences might be found within the adjacent ORG clusters. The conserved juxtaposition of these two distinct gene clusters also poses the question of whether the ␤-globin LCR plays a functional role in ORG expression or whether sequence elements exist to segregate erythroid and neuronal-specific regulatory inputs.
We have sequenced additional DNA on both sides of the ␤-like globin genes in both mouse and human, analyzed the aligned sequences, and studied the expression of the ORGs in olfactory tissue. Our results show significant mouse͞human sequence matches within and adjacent to the transcription units of orthologous pairs of mouse and human ORGs. Surprisingly, the ORG promoters that we have mapped exhibit no significant similarities other than the presence of a TATA box and a purine-rich motif. Many of the ORGs contain multiple noncoding exons, some of which are alternatively spliced in vivo. We also show that expression of the globin-proximal ORGs in olfactory epithelium appears normal in mice containing a deletion of the entire ␤-globin LCR. These results provide a more complete context for studies of ORG regulation in nasal epithelium, the extent of the open chromatin domain containing the globin genes in erythroid cells, and the distribution of sequences regulating these two gene clusters.
Abbreviations: ORG, olfactory receptor gene; LCR, locus control region; RACE, rapid amplification of cDNA ends; BAC, bacterial artificial chromosome; HOR, human olfactory receptor; MOR, mouse olfactory receptor.
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The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U.S.C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact. Sequence Alignments. Pairwise alignments of the human and mouse DNA sequences through the ORG and HBBC regions were computed and viewed by using the PIPMAKER package (http:͞͞bio.cse.psu.edu͞pipmaker͞). The multiple alignment of the ORG promoters was generated in several steps. First, the regions around the 5Ј ends of the genes were examined in pairwise comparisons (HOR5Ј␤7 vs. MOR5Ј␤4, HOR5Ј␤6 vs. MOR5Ј␤3, HOR5Ј␤1 vs. MOR5Ј␤1, and HOR3Ј␤2 vs. MOR3Ј␤1; where HOR stands for human olfactory receptor and MOR stands for mouse olfactory receptor); the four pairs of orthologous sequences were truncated to begin 100 bp before the start site and aligned by CLUSTA L W (http:͞͞www.ebi.ac.uk͞ clustalw͞). This alignment then was fixed on the AϩT-rich region, rearranging the gaps to show the AϩT-rich region and the purine-rich region.
Methods
5 Rapid Amplification of cDNA Ends (RACE) and ORG Expression. The cDNA for 5Ј RACE, containing a SMARTII oligonucleotide (CLONTECH) at the 5Ј end of the mRNA, was generated from mouse olfactory epithelium poly(A)-selected RNA by using the SMART RACE cDNA amplification kit from CLONTECH. The 5Ј ends of the genes were determined by amplifying the 5Ј RACE cDNA template, by using one primer from the coding region of each ORG plus the SMARTII oligonucleotide and the Advantage 2 polymerase mix from CLONTECH. These products were sequenced directly or sequenced after purification from agarose gels.
Gene-specific primer pairs were synthesized, with forward primers from the first exon and reverse primers from the coding exon; a nested PCR strategy was used for each gene except . PCRs were carried out on cDNA made from total RNA from mouse olfactory tissue, generated by using random hexanucleotides for the first-strand synthesis. Products were amplified with the Advantage 2 polymerase mix as follows: For MOR3Ј␤1, a single amplification was performed with a 60°C annealing temperature for 35 cycles. For the remaining genes, an initial round of amplification was performed with the outer primer pairs for 25 cycles at an annealing temperature of 55°C (50°C for MOR5Ј␤4). After a 1:1,000 dilution of these reactions, a second round of amplification was performed with the inner primers at an annealing temperature of 60°C for 25 cycles, in the presence of 5% dimethyl sulfoxide. Trace amounts of [␣- 32 P]dCTP were included in the PCRs. Products were separated on 5% polyacrylamide gels in 0.5ϫ TBE (1ϫ ϭ 90 mM Tris͞64.6 mM boric acid͞2.5 mM EDTA, pH 8.3), and visualized by autoradiography.
In situ hybridization was performed as described (19) .
Results

DNA Sequence of HBBC and Surrounding ORGs.
Our initial sequencing of regions flanking the HBBC locus in human and Hbbc in mouse demonstrated that the ␤-globin genes were embedded in a cluster of ORGs (19) . We have extended our sequencing to include additional regions flanking the ␤-globin genes, which allowed us to generate a contiguous sequence of 224 kb from mouse and two contigs from human of 345 kb and 36 kb, separated by a gap of about 6 kb (Fig. 1) . Analysis of the current sequence showed that at least 14 ORGs flank HBBC on the centromeric side (5Ј to the ␤-globin genes) and at least six ORGs on the telomeric side. In mouse, Hbbc is flanked by at least five ORGs on the 5Ј side and at least six on the 3Ј side. The sequences we have obtained did not allow us to define the full extent of these ORG clusters, and it is likely that additional ORGs exist beyond the limits of our sequencing. An exact match to human UBQLN3, encoding a gene expressed in testis (29) , was found close to the centromeric end of the human sequence. Based on identity to the cDNA sequence and the fact that this gene has been mapped to 11p15.5, we conclude that this is the UBQLN3 gene, despite the absence of introns within the coding region (a feature shared with the coding regions of ORGs as well). The presence of this gene did not mark the end of the ORG cluster, however, because our analysis of sequence databases indicated the presence of at least two ORGs immediately 5Ј of this gene (data not shown).
Definition of 5 Ends and Noncoding Exons for Mouse ORGs.
The coding regions of ORGs are not interrupted by introns, complicating PCR-based analysis of ORG expression-because of the small amount of RNA in olfactory epithelium that represents a given ORG, high cycle numbers must be used, which can reveal trace contamination of RNA samples by genomic DNA. To facilitate PCR-based expression studies, and also to aid in the interpretation of mouse͞human sequence alignments, we mapped the 5Ј ends of globin-proximal ORG mRNAs from mouse olfactory epithelium by using the 5Ј RACE technique. The results are summarized in Fig. 2 ; detailed coordinates are in the GenBank annotations.
Three of the mouse ORGs have a structure similar to that observed for other mammalian ORGs (15) . A single small exon was found 5Ј to the protein-coding exon for MOR3Ј␤1, MOR3Ј␤4, and MOR3Ј␤6. Several of the ORGs located 5Ј to the ␤-like globin genes have a more complex structure. MOR3Ј␤3 had an additional exon separated from the protein-coding exon by a very short intron. The genes MOR5Ј␤3 and MOR5Ј␤4 had at least four and three additional exons, respectively, upstream of the protein-coding exon, and MOR5Ј␤1 had two upstream noncoding exons; noncoding leader portions of the ORG mRNAs ranged as high as 900 bp. We searched the spliced upstream exons for in-frame ATGs or CTGs to identify alternative translation initiation codons but found none. The 5Ј RACE analysis also showed that ORG transcripts can be alternatively spliced. Isolation and sequencing of different RACE products for MOR5Ј␤1 and MOR5Ј␤3 showed differential splicing of the second exon. Several RACE products were obtained for MOR5Ј␤4, but only one was sequenced. The major PCR product for this gene lacked the second exon of the 5Ј RACE product (see below). All of the RACE products sequenced for MOR5Ј␤2 were identical to the sequence of the genomic DNA 5Ј to the coding region; no introns were detected for this gene.
Sequence Alignments Between Human and Mouse in the ORG-HBBC
Region. Comparison of the mouse and human ORG-HBBC regions revealed substantial blocks of conserved DNA sequences (data summarizing all of the matching sequences also can be found at the web site http:͞͞globin.cse.psu.edu). Aligning segments were found in both protein-coding and noncoding sequences, and these were easily visualized in the percent identity plots shown in Fig. 3 , which display the positions and percent identity of aligning segments between human and mouse. The protein-coding regions within these segments aligned at 80-85% identity with no gaps (e.g., MOR5Ј␤4 vs. HOR5Ј␤7 and MOR5Ј␤3 vs. HOR5Ј␤6) or a single break in the alignment (MOR5Ј␤1 vs. HOR5Ј␤1 and MOR3Ј␤1 vs. HOR3Ј␤2). Other matches (broken by gaps to produce the many short, gap-free aligning segments displayed in the pips) extended through the transcription units, including introns and noncoding exons, and into the flanking regions.
These large aligning fragments also coincided with the closest interspecies relationships between ORG coding regions. For example, the alignment of Fig. 3B demonstrates extensive sequence conservation between the regions containing MOR5Ј␤3 and HOR5Ј␤6. Similarly, the coding regions of these genes were more closely related to each other than they were to the coding regions of any other ORGs (data not shown). On this basis, we are able to assign orthologous relationships between large blocks of mouse and human sequence throughout the HBBC͞ORG region (Fig. 1) .
Some alignments between human and mouse sequences were found outside of ORG transcription units. These alignments included a region extending 3-6 kb from the 3Ј end of the MOR5Ј␤4 gene, another region located 1-3 kb from the transcription start site of MOR5Ј␤4, a region 1.5-3 kb from the 3Ј end of MOR5Ј␤2, and an extended series of matches that corresponds to the ␤-globin LCR (Fig. 3 A, C, and F) . In addition, a 1-kb block of sequence located 3Ј of the globin genes also demonstrated significant homology with a similarly placed sequence in human (Fig. 3D) , which corresponds to a nuclease hypersensitive site in erythroid cells (19, 30) . Along with the sequence matches within the introns, noncoding exons, and promoters of the ORGs, all of these regions are candidates for regulatory sequences.
Sequence matches extended 5Ј to the first exon for orthologous pairs of ORGs, whereas no matches outside the coding region were observed in other ORG comparisons, which argues against a highly conserved olfactory promoter sequence for the ORGs. However, short conserved motifs could be missed in this analysis, so we also examined an alignment of four orthologous pairs of ORGs. The start sites for transcription of the mouse genes were determined experimentally, and the homologous nucleotides were inferred as start sites for the human genes. Inspection of the alignment revealed an AϩT-rich region 25-30 bp upstream from the 5Ј end of the genes (Fig. 4) , which could potentially function as a TATA box. A purine-rich motif was also apparent at the beginning of the alignment, but the distance of this motif from the TATA motif was not consistent among different ORGs. In addition, we have subjected the mouse ORG promoters we have mapped to analysis with transcription factor databases (results not shown) that predicted binding of TATA binding protein͞TFIID to the AϩT-rich regions at position Ϫ30 but failed to reveal any other motifs in common.
ORG Expression Is Unaffected by Deletion of the ␤-Globin LCR.
MOR5Ј␤1 is as close to the ␤-globin LCR as is Hbb-y, the nearest globin gene target. The LCR is a major cis-regulatory sequence in erythroid cells, and so we examined the possibility that it also could play a role in regulation of linked genes in olfactory tissue by comparing ORG expression in olfactory epithelium of wildtype mice and mice homozygous for a deletion of the ␤-globin LCR (26) . Using the exon assignments derived from the 5Ј RACE products, we designed PCR primers to amplify cDNAs from spliced mRNA in mouse olfactory epithelium. The results in Fig. 5A show clear reverse transcription-PCR products for all of the ORGs tested, even in the absence of the ␤-globin LCR. Similarly, in situ hybridization to olfactory epithelium revealed no difference in the expression pattern of ␤-globin-proximal ORGs in comparisons of wild-type and LCR-deleted mice (Fig.  5B and data not shown) . In both mouse strains, expression of these ORGs was observed in the most dorsal zone of olfactory epithelium and exhibited the punctate hybridization pattern that is characteristic of these genes.
The 5ЈRACE analysis indicated the presence of alternatively spliced forms of the ORGs in olfactory epithelium. Reverse transcription-PCR analysis suggested that mRNA for each of the ORGs tested occurred mostly in a single form; additional bands consistent with alternative splicing of the exons shown in Fig. 2 were observed but were significantly less abundant (data not shown).
Discussion
The genomic arrangement of ORGs surrounding HBBC raises questions of how these two clusters of tissue-specific genes are regulated, and how the signals that govern expression within each cluster are kept separate. In particular, little is known of how the distinctive pattern of ORG expression is accomplished. Interspecies sequence comparisons have been used to identify regulatory sequences within several loci, including the ␤-globin LCR (31) and the region containing the IL-4, IL-13, and IL-5 genes (32). The presence of extensive sequence conservation in the ORG clusters flanking HBBC in mouse and human, mostly between orthologous ORG transcription units, indicates the presence of regulatory elements that specify the pattern of expression of these genes.
Surprisingly, however, our analysis of the paralogous ORG promoters, noncoding exons, or introns that we have characterized revealed only an AϩT-rich region 25-30 bp upstream from the apparent transcription start sites and a purine-rich motif a variable distance upstream from that. In contrast, comparisons of orthologous pairs of human and mouse ORGs reveal extensive conserved regions, including the proximal promoters. Thus, sequence comparisons detected conserved putative regulatory regions for these orthologous pairs, although conservation within this set of related ORGs was confined to a minimal basal promoter. These results suggest that a generalized regulatory motif for ORGs may not exist, despite the presence of sequence determinants of ORG expression that are conserved between orthologs. We suggest that these sequence differences may represent the basis for ORG selection in olfactory neurons.
We have found that transcripts of the ORGs near Hbbc have long 5Ј untranslated regions, and some undergo alternative splicing. Alternative splicing of multiple noncoding exons (and lack of a generally conserved promoter sequence) also has been observed for members of a distinct cluster of ORGs located ϳ1 megabase from HBBC in mouse (R. Lane, T. Cutforth, R. Axel, and B. Trask, personal communication), suggesting that this is a general feature of ORG expression. Possibilities for the role of these 5Ј untranslated regions include control over translocation of the mRNA within the cell, translational control, or transcriptional control. Although no upstream, in-frame translation start sites were seen, it is possible that short out-of-frame translation products could be used to regulate protein synthesis, as has been observed for yeast GCN4 (33, 34) . In addition, it has been observed that ORG mRNA is found both at the dendrite and at the axon (28) . It is possible that such RNA localization could be regulated by alternative splicing; this could be tested by in situ hybridization with probes derived from specific noncoding exons.
The best candidates for elements involved in global regulation of the ORG and ␤-globin gene clusters are those conserved regions that occur outside of ORG transcription units. Several such regions exist (Fig. 3) , the most striking of which is the ␤-globin LCR. Our results indicate that the ␤-globin LCR does not play a role in expression of ORGs in nasal epithelium. The remaining candidates are then several segments, located on either side of MOR5Ј␤4͞HOR5Ј␤7, 3Ј of MOR͞HOR5Ј␤2, and 3Ј of the ␤-globin cluster. The last of these corresponds to a nuclease hypersensitive site (3Ј hypersensitive site 1) that is present in erythroid cells but also reportedly in other cell types and that to date has no known function (30) . We have found a strong erythroid-specific hypersensitive site at the conserved sequence located near the promoter of MOR5Ј␤4͞HOR5Ј␤7 as well (unpublished results); furthermore, we have found that the ''open'' domain of nuclease-sensitive chromatin in erythroid cells extends through these regions and thus includes several of the ORGs. Given this observation and the presence of DNasehypersensitive sites at both of these regions in erythroid cells, these sequences are candidates for erythroid regulatory elements. The results of the LCR deletions (24) (25) (26) suggest that formation of a generalized nuclease-sensitive chromatin structure in erythroid cells is accomplished by sequences other than the LCR, and one or both of these conserved hypersensitive sites may play a role in this process. We cannot at present eliminate the possibility, however, that either or both of these regions also may be involved in regulation of the proximal ORGs.
